I as Mr. Rush was.
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Mrs. Herbert Hall of Weft?;
>uth was a Sunday guest of

usin. D. W. Hadlock.
Mrs. Carrie Barker of Gilfaj
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PRICE, THREE CENTS

uvey’a and Ernest Benson's, |

Porpoise

Cape

casino bu^

unday at about 12 p. nt,
an overheated chimney,

I

Those who witnessed the ajj

T.L Evans & Co OLD FAMILIES

ces at Old Orchard say they*

DEPARTMENT STORE
Carriers’ Picnic Monfe

tural

The beautiful home of Mr.¡j,

Leon Milliken, rural ca^

rs.

Saco, was held one of the œ-s

occasions

casant

when aU;

irty niral carriers from all

>rk County, with their ian^
st and held a picnic.

Mr.q

rs. Milliken are loyal entertaj

s and we were at once nude n
me and at home.
A fine dinner was served

spaciously

trees on the

e

iere a baked bean dinner,ij

ndwiches, doughnuts, cake, p®
d fruit was served.

forget

t

Went

delicious coin

the

Mr. Dy

»de by our hostess.
tell

II

you how good it q

fter dinner Mr. Milliken pay

e cigars to the gentlemen aih
e ladies, for he knows ourwi
ss, he gave gum which was®

ghly appreciated.

Our puj

¡end, Elroy Davis, Carrierhit
>.

Biddeford, as usual <

2,

easing remarks and Mr. Smalt

»nnebunk, president of the ty
arriéra*

Association, motiy

at we give to Mr. and Mrs.MB

n a rising vote of thanks wbidt
j did heartily.

shown

»re

mere

there

•pies,

id

After dinneru

over

pears,

plums,

own

peace

Then we »?

grapes.

poultry—pun Bun

the

y mouth

the fa

are an abondait

Rock

chickens, bet

»8,

every

one

alike, fit

»re

shown

the

poultry—pa?

arred Plymouth Rock chicte
auties, every one alike. &
rriers, old and young, plaji
11 or quoits until tired, fid

es enjoyed the

beautiful s

reened porch, where they plan

mes and listened
jsic.

to beaufi

Thus September 6th toi

d letter day for the carrier!-:
>rk County.

There were press

hn P. Coughlin, P. M. of Sac
id

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Millfe

st and hostess, of Saco; Mu
rs. George E. Meserve of K

¡ntre ; Mr. and Mrs. Elmer il
11

and son, Bradley, and lb

>ra Abbott, P. M. of Hollis Ct-

ntre; Mrs. Hubert Benson, lir

nice Benson of West Shara
r. and Mrs. Fred Small of Ken
nk; Mr. and Mrs. D. W.Mc

Kennebunkport; Mr. andin

alter Pease of Cornish; Hr, u
rs. Fred Norton, Cornish; Fm
cker and daughter, Miss te

Alfred;

William Haase, Ms

ssie Haase, Miss Louise Has
Saco; Miss Ina Stewart,run
rrier from Kittery. After spd

g a most enjoyable day with I
d Mrs. Milliken,

we depart

r our several homes with W

shea for all, hoping to pt
ain on like

occasions atü

use of some other good taro

ARE UNITED

COMMUNICATION

Finance Committee Society
Circus Submits Report

CHANGES MADE
SCHOOL WORK

are giveri
each, division in Do
mestic Science and every girl tak
ing the work is credited with one
and a half points toward the total
for graduation provided, of course
she satisfactorily completes it.
The superintendent believes that
the list pf electives shpiild be ex
tended so as to include manual
training for the boys and the com
mercial subjects for all who might
wish to take them. There are
scant facilities, at present, how
ever, for carrying such a course
into effect.
- Such extension Of i electives
would . not meah an increased
amount of work for any student,
but would give a vrider range for
selecting and thus meet the real
needs of a larger proportion of our
boys, and girls.

BARN AND LIVE STOCK BURN

The barn owned by Samuel
G. Hall and situated at the rear of
his residence on Portland street
was completely destroyed by fire
Friday afternoon.
The blaze was discovered at
about 3.30 o’clock and Mrs. Barilett who lives across the street at
tempted to ring in box 39
but only one blast on the whistle
resulted; Being notified by tele
phone and otherwise the fire de
partment was sodn on the scene
but the fire had gaipdd such head
way that it was impossible to save
the structure.
The barn which was 55x75 fdet
was built about 30 years ago and
the loss includes 25 tons of hay, 3
horses, 10 hogs and 15 hens valued
at $3,140 in excess of the insurance
$600 RAISED IN SIX MINUTES carried.
Had the fire occurred at a later
About 25 interested voters at hour the loss would have been con
tended the special town meeting siderably larger as 41 cows v>ere
this afternoon, at two o’clock and in the nearby pasture and a blood
raised the sum of $600 for use by ed calf valued at $300 which had
the road commissioner in the up just' been purchased was- in the
per district" at the rate of about yard awaiting' transference to the
striicture.
$100 a minute.
Charles K. Littlefield was chos The fife has not yfet been com
en moderator and read the war pletely extinguished, being daily
rant, a petition of C. K. Littlefield watched. It broke out at 9 o’clock
arid 19 others asking for the above Saturday evening and caused the
firemen no little trouble. '
named sum.
I Mr. Hall states that he will re
Fred Knrght stated the facts Of build at an early dhte.
the case saying that the heavy
summer rains had caused damage
FOR STATE SENATOR
for which ho funds were available;
to make repairs and that the step
Dr. J. W. Gordon.of Ogunquit is
was taken father than have an to enter the primaries as a candi
overdraft in the department.
date for state senator from York
He moved that the money be county. His candidacy, .had al
raised by loan and when the vote ready been informally announced.
was piit rid opposition developed. Dr. Gofdon has practiced at Q gun
No other business was transact quit for many years and is well
known throughout the county. He
ed.
has been a member of the lower
The Bureau of Registration au house in the legislature.
thorized at the last Board of Trade
Perley-Wakefield
meeting has been selected by the
Board of Managers and is made up
Perley Wakefield, aged about 80
as follows: George E. Cousens,
chairman; J W. Bowdoin and E. years, died at his home at^West
A. Fairfield. It is proposed to oper Kennebunk at 1.30 o’clock this
ate a free service between land afternoon, as the result of a para
lords and tenants and employers lytic shock sustained last Satur
and employees making it as easy day. No definite arrangements for
as possible in the plàcitìg Of rents the funeral services have as yet
been made.
and filling of positions.

Kennebunk, Me., Sept. 9,1915.
Enterprise Press
Boutell-Bourne Nuptials Yes The enclosed is a report of t^e Schools Reopen Monday with
245-247-251 Main St
Several Changes in Corps
terday Most Brilliant So Society Circus as reported to the
wf Teachers and AlFinance Committee by the Treasur
cial Event of the
® tered Courses
er Mrs. C. W. Goodriow.
Summer Season
By vote of this Com. the same is
ALL THIS WEEK
hereby given to the press.
TRY DOMESTIC SCIENCE
■ BRIDE POPULAR LOCALLY
To close out odd lots of goods
F. W. Bohser ,
we do not wish to carry over un
Chairman of the Finance Com.
At four o'clock' Tuesday after
The schools pf Kenriébunk
til another year and to reduce
Society Circus
opened on Monday with the follow
overstocks.
Good, desirable, noon Miss Mary Maling Bourne
guaranteed merchandise. Some of this town became the wife of ■Amount received from all sources ing ^teachers :
$2173.20 High School—Ralph Ç. Whipple,
Hugh Gates Boutell of Washing
lots half price and less.
ton, D. C. The wedding ceremony Payments
principal; Annie Waldron, Helen
$2.50 German Silver Mesh
took place in the lovely old family ;Chas. H. Cole Publicity com. $16.68 Thomas, Gladys Tuïon, assistants.
$1.00 home ori Summer street, the origi- C.
Bags at
' F. Hosmer Publicity no
Vmage Grammar—Carrie Burke;
$1.00 nal Captain Maling homestead.
$1.50 White Silk Hose
24.06 Alicfe Varney, Abia Stone.
tices
$3.50 and $4.00 Hammocks $1.00
At the appointed time the strains H. H. Abbott Publicity ndtiWest < Kennebunk Grammar—•
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 Parrot , of Lohengrin’s Wedding March ’ ces
7.11 Mrs. Mildred Nash.
Cages
$1.00 were heard and the bride, on the E. A. Bodge Publicity noti
Lpwer Village Grammar—Mar
$L25 Screen Doors,, 2 for $1.00 arm of her father, Dr. George Wil ces ?
3.55 garet Cole.
$1.25 and $1.50 Tennis Rackets
liam Bourne, marched down the W. C. Berry Adv. Signs
160 60 Lower Village Intermediate—$1.00 old-fashioned stair case through W. F. Brian Tent Signs
4.60 Mrs. Emma McKellips.
$1.25 Nickel Tea Kettle $1.00 the hall and into the, large, square W. Lester Watson Printing 137.25 East Intermediate—Gertrude
$1.00 parlor, where she was met by The Enterprise Press print
$1.25 Wash Boiler
Yoking.
$1.50 Ash Can and Cover $1.00 the best than, John Wood Brooks
ing
17.60 West Intermediate—Eva Straw.
$1.00 Ladd , of Chicago, who is brother?' Geo. T. Hoyt, Co., Use of
$1.25 Garbage Cans
West Kennebunk Primary—Hel
$1.00 in-law to Mr. Boutell, and the min tent
$2.50 Savory Roaster
192.24 en Melcher.
$1.25 5-Gal. Pump Oil Can
ister, Rev. D. M. Wilson of- the -Boston & Mainb R. R.
West Primary—Pansy Felch,
$1.00 First Parish Unitarian church,
Freight on tent
10.80 grades 1 and 2;. Mabel Kelley;
$1.25 Wash Tub and 25c Brass
the fceremony beiiig performed be •R. J. Grant Materials &
grades 3 and 4.
"Washboard; the 2 for $1.00 neath an arch in a corner of the
work on tents and seats
84.10 East Primary—Ethel Getchell,
$1.00 room?
$4.00 Street Lamp
Llewellyn Jones Labor oh ,
grades 1 and 2; Belle Witham,
$5.00 Vaccuum Sweeper $¿.00
The bride’s only attendant was
tpnts and supplies
' 57.89 grades 3 and 4.
$1.00 Miss Annie E. Blauvelt qf Oradell, George BonsOr and son for
$5.00 Tricycle
Lower Village Primary—Esther
$1.50 2-qt. Ice Cream FreezN. J., who acted as maid of horior.
Bragdon & Jones
4.63 Mahoney.
$1.00 She was gowned in a frock of pale H.;E. Lunge; 2 tables @ $1.25 2.50 Pines—Olivé K. Stevens.
er
$2.00 4-qt. Ice Cream Freezpink crepe de xchine, with, accesso V. .Gilman Fiske Supplies
Landing—Elizabeth Hawkins.
$1.00 ries to match and carried a large
er
for Refreshment Booth
61.25 Alewive—Etta Bowdoin.
$1.2(> and $1.50 Step Ladder
bouquet of Ward roses. The bride, Charles Shepard Supplies
Music—Kthel Lovley.
$1.00 who is dark and rather small, wore
for Refreshment Booth
35.47 Domestic Science—-Grace Hari$1.25 and $1.50 Curtain Stretch an ^exquisite gown of white satin, E. L. Lahar Supplies for
son.
er
$1.00 trimmed with rare old Lace and
Refreshment Booth
40.56 Penmanship—Mary Farley.
$1.00 orange blossoms. The skirt was Fred Darvil Supplies for
$1.25 High Chair
The new teachers are: Mr. Whip
$1.00 short and the veil, which was of
$1.25 Food Chopper
Refreshment Booth
25.37 ple, Miss Tilton. Mjss Stone and
$1;25 Ironing Table ■
$1.00 tulle, was also short and caught.,.Smith Bros Ice
4.00 Miss Cole.
$2.00 Stand Work Basket $1.00 with a wreath of orange-blossoms. George E. CousensJCigars U 1.12
Whipple and Miss Tilton
$1.50 5x7 ft Fldg and Pole $1.00 The bride’s bouquet was unusual E. A. Bodge Balloons whis
are graduates^ of Bates College.
$2.00 Frameless Mirror $1.00 and very effective, for instead of
tles, etc.,
8.55 MisS Stone and Miss Cole are grad
$2.00 Bath Stool
$1.00 the conventional all white flowers, E. A. Bodge
.10 uates of Massachusetts Normal
she carried an old fashioned for Greenleaf Restaurant Meals
School.
A table of Pottery, China,
mal bouquet made oi tiny flowers,
and feed for hor^te
7.45 A partial course, in Domestic
etc., values $1.50 to $3.50
at
$1.00 pink, blue and white, surrounded McLellan House Meals
Science has been introduced. This
by lace paper.
for band
19.95 is under the direction of Grace
Mrs. Bourne, mother of the Pairichaud’s Band
115.00 Hansori, a graduate of Nasson In
bride, was • exquisitely gowned in Atlantic Shore R; R> Special
stitute. ; Miss Hanson will also
grey ci;epe-de-chine trimmed with
Car
'
19.60 teach Elementary English in the
Each Wefek We Shall Have
princess lace.
George McCullock*Teaming 1.75 High School for a part of each day.
*
1.82
The bride’s fathfer, Dr. Bourne, J. N. Balch
Domestic Science is required of
gave her away and the double ring Fannie Jackson Banner work .50 all girls in ^Grades 7, 8 and 9, brit
service was used. Immediately H. H. Bourne Music
17.25 optional for High School students.
) lifter the ceremony Miss Moreau’s O. J. Hubbard and sons Tonics26.87 The courses of study for the High
INSURANCE
Orchestra of Portland, played Men Brown, Costumer Wig
2.00 School and also fbr the grades
Fidelity Phoenix Fire Ins. Co. delsohn’s Wedding March and the P. Raino
1.20 have been revised during the sum
FOR CASH ONLY—THIS WEEK
American Central Ins. Gd.
newly married couple, Mr. and Alva Smith Use of Taljyho 5.00 mer, the High School being placed
Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co Mrs. Hugh G. Boutell, received,, Dennis Bros. Ladder Act
Fancy
UA11 round” Flour, 1-8 bbl. sack
85c
50,00 upon the so-called “point’system.”
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
Fine Granulated Sugar, 16 lbs. for
their relatives and friends.
Joe Eagan Trained Dogs
15.00 By this System certaip fundamen
$1.00
WELLS
ME.
They are to make their home in Bounding Johnson Wire
Salt Native Pork, per lb.
14c
tal subjects are required. This
Washington, D. 6./ and will be^at / Walker
15.00 last is followed by a list of elec
Pure Lard, per lb.
13c
home tb their, friends after No- Brooks and Lorella Acrobats 40.00 tives from which a student may
Compound,
10c
' vember 15th, at 1532 Twenty- Tom Morgan Hat Toser \ 10.00 chose. Each subject counts one
Borden, Van Camp, Gold Cross and Globe
second street. Their weddjng trip The Kins-ners Heavyweight
point for each term of successful
Evaporated Milk, 3 cans
25c
will be spent in - touring through manipulators .
35.00 ly completed work. ^Fiftÿ-fôtir
Dealer In
Ivory,
P. G., White Naptha, Fels Naptha
Bretton Woods and the White George Gray Horse Roping
points are required for graduation.
and American Family Soap, 6 bars
25c
1 Mountains. The bride’s travelling Act
12.00 The full course follows :
Star Naptha Washing Powder, 6 pkgs.
25c
suit was of dark blue broadcloth Lone Wolf Indian
5.00 First Year—12 Points Required
Imperial Blend Coffee, (especially hné)
Î36 Main Street
27c
with which she’wore a smart black African Dodger
7.00
Required—English,
Algebra,
Formosa Oolong Tea (40c grade) per lb.
29c
E. King Steel
velvet hat.
1.25
English History.
Cream
Tartar,
1-4
lb.
12c.
1
lb.
45c
At the reception those who W. H. Littlefield Costumes 52.63
Elective—Latin, Physiology, GeSweet Potatoes, 12 lbs.
: served were Mrs. Edward E. ‘Norton ^ Harden Lights
17.30 Ogràèhy 1-2, Physiology 1-2, Do
25c
Bourne of Boston, Mass., Mrs. Er
Odri
priées
ori
other
staple
goods
will
prove
attractive'
to
thé
housewife
who '
VISIT THE
mestic .Science 1-2.;'
1377.60
vin M. Stevens of" Cambridge,
has to consider the “High Cost of Living.”
Second Yèar—13 1-2 Points
ART NEEDLEWORK SHOP Mass., and Mrs. Harold H. Bourne Balance on hand
795.60
? For èarly delivery telephone 122-22 or 8144.
New and Exclhsive Designs in Cross,
Required
of
Kennebunk.
The
house
was
Stitch Patterns,- Stamped Goods Réquirêd
—English, Geometry,
-THE. . ’. Wash Embroidery, Silks
2173.20
most artisticallyi decorated with
French.
Order Work Promtly Done
Stamping and Designing . . (• v. beautiful autumn leaves, hydran
, Elective—Qaesáf, Ancient Hisgeas, asparagus fern arid cut roses FOOT BALL SEASON OPENS
. tory, Bookkeeping, Botany 1-2, Do
MRS. FRED C. SMITH
throughout ( the first floor and*
ROOM 302 BAXTER'BLOCK
H. G. NEWTON
mestic Science 1-2.
about one hundred and fifty people
562 CONGRESS STREET 1
Manager Wallace Hatch of the
TJiird
Year
—
13
1-2
Points
KENNEBUNK
LANDING
Portland
Maine' took advantage of the. invitations
K. H. S. foot ball team announces
Required
which were sent out a few weeks his first game Saturday, Sept. 25,
N. B. 30 minuets notice is all we usually require to deliver the famous S. &
Required-—English, American H. Quaiity lce Cream*to your residence.
.
. ' ■________ . ' ;■ /.
with Thornton Academy of Saco, History and Civil Government,
DON’T CUT QUT A SHOE BOIL ago.
Refreshments
of
ic£
cream,
arid’ Biddeford High has been French or German. '
Capped Heels or Bursitis for
cakes, confectionery and pundh listed for Saturday, Oct. 2. Mana
KÉléctíve—CicerO, Physics, Agri
FULLER’S
were' served by several young ger Hatch has not completed his
culture
1-2, Domestic Science 1-2.
Mistura Argenti Composita
friends of the bride.
schedule yet but promises the fol
Fourth
Yéar—13 1-2 Points
"Will remove them and leave no
Among the out of town guests
Required
swelling ; does not blister or re were: Hon. and Mrs. Henry Sher- lowers of this line of sport good; ’
Required—English, Arithmetic
move the hair and horse can be man Boutell of Washington, D- fast games during the season.
Members of the\ foot ball squad Review 12, French or German.
worked; $2.00 a bottle, deilvéred. C.> parents of the groom; Mr. and
Write ,0^ telephone Dr.‘ G. C. Ful Mrs. Roger Boutell and family of reported Tuesday afterriopri for ÉIectiyêH---Virgil, Chemistry, Al
ler, Veterinary. Tel. 136-;5, Ken Saginaw, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Har light practice to Capt. John Davis, gebra Review 1-2, Plane Geometry
nebunk, Me.
ry FolsoirTand family, Boston; Mr. and he was much pleased with the Review 1-2, Solid Geometry 1-5».
Domestic Science 1-2.
5c’Pkg. Gum
10c Pkg. Tobacco
25c Pipe,
and Mrs. Brooks Ladd and family, showing they made.
The
fraction
1-2
written
at
the
5c Pkg. Tobacco
5c
Pipe,
Much
better
material
is
to
be
Washington;. Mr£ Lucia Malirig,
upper right of a subject signifies
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin had this year than in previous
thali
'a sùbject so marked is pur
ones
and
under
the
direction
of
is prepared to furnish music
Bourrie, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Er-,
for 'all occasions
yin Stevens, Boston; Miss Heleri Coach A. F. Winter, Kennebunk sued tor half time and counts but
High will have a team to be proud one and a half points for the year.
For terms andparticulars telephone
J One arid a half hours per week
pf.
(Continued on Page Three.)
153-3, Kennebunk, Me,

Biddeford Me
$1 Sale

T. L. Evans & Co

WM. J. STORER

Friday and Saturday
SPECIALS

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes ând Rubbers

BiOelorä

¿NNEBUNK LOWER VILLAS

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

r

R. L. Ross has returned aft^

H?k’s sojourn at Ogunquit

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Tel. 246-

Wayside Cash Grocery

PRIVATE SALE

The Household Goods of Dd

Purington which are novis*

ell stable. Bourne street,d

■»«>ld at private sale on

y, Sept 23rd.

Anyone desft

> thing in the line of housed

things would de well to

i wale, as there are all Mi'
t idea useful to the housed

SMOKERS ATTENTION!
A 50c Smoking Outfit For
25 Cents

THE ARION ORCHESTRA

BODGE’S

KENNEBUNK ËNTERPËISE, KENNEBUNK, MË.
KENNEBUNK BEACH
OBITUARY
WELLS DEPOT
The York County Baptist Asso
William Eldridge is visiting his
Mrs. Abbie J. Bennett
Chief Engineer Elmer M. Rob In a game which resolved? itself ciation will meet at the Baptist
daughter,
Mrs. Alice Morrell in
erts and Assistant Engineer Maur into as much of a contest between church, Wells Depot, Sept. 21 and
Gray.
umpires
as
a
struggle
for
suprema

ice Costellow of the Fire Depart
22.
At her.home ,at-No." 35 Elm
Born. to' Mr. and Mrs. George
ment tested the fire alarm boxes on cy between two rival base ball .Mrs.'Evelyn Huff Hilton passed street, Sanford, occurred the death
Sunday and found, everything sat teams K. A. A. closed its season away, Sept. 9th, after a long and of Mrs. Abbie J. Bennett, at the Shaw, Sept. 2, a sonr-^FrancisArthur.
isfactory with the exception of an Saturday losing to Bar Mills by a severe illness, aged72 years. She age of 67 years.
Henry Walsh spent the week
was the widow of the late Joseph
insulation in Box 27 at the corner ¿core of 6 to 3.
The deceased was the widow of
end
with his family in Lawrence^
The
game
was
not
without
bril
Hilton. She is survivéd by two Nelson Bennett. She dropped dead
of High and Cross streets.. The de
Mass.
fect was a minor one and impaired liant plays to repay in some meas children, Clarence Hilton of this at her home.
The Olympians of Kennebunk
One Year, in Advance
$1.00 in no way the efficiency of the box ure the many errors of which the place and Harry P. Hilton of North
Mrs. Bennett returned from
port
have been the first club in
Three Months
z
.25 but a» à matter of precaution it; majority Were, inexcusable. Saw Berwick. Her funeral took place Wells Beach Saturday night.
this
Vicinity
to avail themselves of
yer
’
s
catch
of
Maxwell
’
s:
long
drive
Saturday, Rev. Zebulon Knight
Single Copies 3 Cents
was deemed wise to replace it and
She was born in Berwick and is
the
offer
made
by the .state'to serid
that box was put temporarily out to deep right centre in the 1st. was speaking words of comfort. The survived by a son, Harry E. Ben
Advertising Rates made known on of commision and instructions pos remarkable and brought forth loud many floral tributes bore mute tes nett, seyeral grandchildren and lecturers on different subjects
application?J; |
ted and nearby residents requested applause froin the assembled fans timony of the love and respect of two brothers,, George H. and Sam pertaining tq household science.
The lecture was given, by.Miss LilA first class printing plant in con ùtô: go to Box 29 at the Cat Mousam and Cole’s sensational box work her many friends. Interment was uel J. Nowell of'Sanford.
liar Randall, instructress at Oro^
when
he
replaced
Goodnow
in
the
nection. All work done prompt Road in case of fire in that section.
at Ocean View cemetery, Wells
no, her subject being “Efficiency in
ly and in up-to-date style.
The new insulatio.il was put in 8th. striking out the three batters Beach. “I will not sày she is dead;
FRAUD PAINT
the Kitchen.” The lecturer made
today and.the box is now in first- who faced him with but ten thrown there is .no \ déath ; • she is just
great emphasis on the inconven
balls encouraged the K. A. A. sup away.”
The ENTERPRISE can always class order.
The worst mistake one
likely ience of the average kitchen, as
be found on sale at the following Various boxes are tested from porters but all had to admit that Rev. William Clements, former
to
make
in
painting
is
wrong
paint:
well as itsjabor saving devices.
places:
time to time hut Sunday’s move the change was not made early pastor of thè Baptist; church herè,
She said that a kitchen should not
it
is'
easy
fo-.make.
enough.
}
also
in
Springvale
and
Buxton
Kennebunk—E. A. Bodge, C. Il- was made because of the failure o£
We
ail
say
“
Ours
is
the
beat:
”
be a laundry nor a place to hang
C.
Berry,
who
twirled
for
the
vis

Centre, with his wife, called on
Box 39 to turn in an alarm on Fri
Brown, V. G. Fiske
and there are 1000 of us. One is coats, nor _ a passage - to . other
itors,
was
in
fine
form
although
de

friends
here
Tuesday.
day
afternoon.
The
New
England
, West Kennebunk—E.C. Webber
telephone wires in that Section had fying legislation which forbids the. ; Mrs. Charles Noble and daugh best ; but a dozen are so near on'a rooms, but simply a laboratory for
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller
caused trouble Friday and linemen issuing of passes indiscriniinating- ter of Wèst Kennebunk, Mrs. Har level that no one knows, for sure, the preparation of food. Mrs.
Abbott,''president of "the State Fed
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward had repaired them and officials be ly-—walking five—fanned ten men; riet Hilton of Lynn, Mass., and that this is the one.
Wells—Harley Moulton
lieve that the telephone trouble secured one hit and madesixas- ¿Miss Evelyn Lord of Dorchester The worst-paints are worst liars; eration, attended the meeting arid
. Ogunquit—-W. F. Cousens.
were in town Saturday to attend they know what' they are, pufcon invited the members to the meet
might have extended to the alarm sists.
ings of the State : Federation in
system or that the person who A controversy between Umpire the funeral of Mrs. Evelyn Hilton._ a bold face, and brazen it out.
Their one true argument is low Biddeford, Oct\2p, 27 and. 28.
Wednesday, September 15, 1915 tried to ring in the alarm did not Mosser and his Bar Mills colleagué' > Schools in Division 14 and 12
Mrs. Minnie Armstrong and son,
thoroughly understand1 the pro early in the game in which Mosser’S opened Tuesday, Sept. 7th. Teach price;-but low-price .paint is al
Hon. Horace T. Mitchell of Kit cedure to be followed. That box decision on Whittaker’s infield hit ers, Miss True of Gardiner, Me., at ways, must be, a fraud; it is made Preston, of Biddeford, Werejguests
of Mr. and Mrs\ C. E. Currier on
tery is to make an active campaign has since? been tested and found to was allowed to stand, culminated Division 14; Miss Gracia Pulsifer, tp cheat cheatable people. T
Sunday.
DEVOE.
for the Republican Congressional be in working order as are all the into somewhat of a contest between at Division 12.
Several from this vicinity at
those officialls with honors at the
nomination, over Asher Hinds the others.
NOTICE
tended the Olympian Club which
present incumbent, in the primaries Chief Roberts is at work on plans close about even.
BUY YOUR HAIR GOODS was pleasantly entertained at Mrs.
¡
next June. Mr. Mitchell has many for improvement to the system but The score
Headquarters 13th Co., C. A. C.,
---- OF----Anniet Furber Russell’s at Bart
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Practice and Instruction
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rolls.
The latter method is mechanically perfect and gives the
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Sacó,
who
will
lecture
5-cent fee, value up to $25; 10-cent
I,- John A. Tibbetts, of Wells,
fee, value up to $50: 2.5-cerit fee, on Farm Accounting. -Neil C. Maine, do make affidavit of the fol-, beginner expert and repeated instruction in playing new or difficult music.
value up to $100. As was promis Sherwood, am Instructor from the lowing facts known to me. viz. > Çall at my store and look over this beautiful instrument which is unexcelled
ed by the department at the line College of Agriculture on 'Feeds That Mr. George Bi Littlefield form for quality of finish or tone. To see one is to want to own one. .
service was inaugurated improve and Feeding.
erly of Kennebunk, Maine, did con
JOHN W. BOWDOIN, Agent
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and limitations being reduced un order promptly at 10:00 . o’clock. leading from Kennebunk Village
til a well-near perfect service is in Farmers will be expected, tò bring to Kepnebunk Landing so called
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ings and become familiar with the drain being built in the month of
greatest satisfaction.
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There exists a culvert under said
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A Wonderful Assortment of Wool and Silk Dresses for you to

choose from.

Every garment made by an expert

was given by Misslj
I, instructress at
act being “Efficient;:

NEW FABRICS

NEW MODELS

i.” The lecturer aj

NEW COLORS

and Exceedingly Attractive Prices
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are the reasons for inviting your attention to these

I a kitchen shoal^

New Autumn Dresses

$5 98

SERGE DRESSES
State

Federati»

nie Armstrong aiia

Biddeford, were m

Various models with trimmings of
striped, silk, belt effect with tabs.
Colors: Navy, shadesJ of brown,
green, copen, also black.

$9 98

SERGE DRESSES

Very attractive model of fine all
wool serge; collar and cuffs trimmed
with satin,« slash pocket flare skirt.'

i hare. C. E. Comet

from this vicinity t

Olympian Club rfe

ntly entertained atk
rber

Russell’s at h

on Saturday aftena
»mas Bennett and a

South Berwick, ni

$O OR
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SILK POPLIN
DRESSES AT

Pointed basque effect, full skirt
with yoke, silk cord with tassels;
trimmed with fancy covered buttons,
all the new shades, also black;

STYLISH DRESSES

$ J 0 98

Fashioned of serge combined with
satin, detachable organdie collar ; full
gracefully flaring skirt, satin loop fas
tenings, all colors, all sizes.

•Irs. Gowen Moolto'i

mp'an Club will f

$g

SERGE DRESSES

E. H. Rice on Fit
of this week.
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Combination serge and satin mod
els, Eton effect with fl^re skirt; lace
collar, bone buttons, all colors, also
black.
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:h the efforts of Ini
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ALL THIS WEEK

100 P. N. CORSETS at

79c

THAT ARE NEW, JUST OUT OF
THE PACKING BOXES. HUNDREDS
OF THEM PRESENTING A WON
DERFUL VARIETY OF NEW IDEAS.

Cut on the New Fall lines, made of
coutil ¡with slightly higher bust and
slightly shorter back, cork steel protec
tor, hooks at bottom of front steel, four
hose supporters; all sizes.

Serge Skirts made full with side pleats,

This Week $1.00 CORSETS at

trimmed with covered buttons; navy,
and black, price
$2.98

WAL1
PAPA

$1?
1A.3V
Waist with vest of white Georgette
Crepe, fancy braid ornaments,
shirred girdle; full skirt, all the new
and popular colorings.
CREPE-DE-CHINE
DRESSES AT

New Models of Serge, pleated,, imita
tion patch pocket, button trimmed;.
black and colors, price
$3.98

Fancy Mixture Skirts, flare models, with

patch pockets and belt ; all sizes,
price
$5.00

79c

MILLINERY

VELVET HATS have been chosen
by expert millinery makers as the prop
er and ideal hat for ¿fall wear. We are
showing hosts of smart new styles from
the small, close-fitting turbans to the
medium and large dressy effects in
black and colors, at prices

1915

N. W. Kendal!
258 Main Street

Complete assortment of New Fall
Fancies,
Ornaments, Ostrich Feathers,
r yoke trimmed with covered buttons;
black and colors, price
$5.98 etc., at department store prices.

W. E. YOULAND CO.
Butterick Patterns and the Delineator on Sale

most complete line ever .4’’

paper hangings and decotii
i o,ooo rolls newest designs^

Main Street

Biddeford, Maine

AMERICA. Windows^
and cut tains, Fixtures, 4

EAGLE “MIKADO” PENCIL NO. 174

N.W.M

Packed One Dozen in airattractive pull-off Box and Half Gross in a Carton

For Sale at Your Dealer’s 5c Each or 50c per Dozen

H. H. EAIES.il1
VETERINARY SIW
and PHYSICIAN |
Graduate ot U. of Penn. I
Veterinary Deputy, j
Phone 106
SANFORD

(By Cora M. York, Kennebunk.)

What iB aa education? It is hot so much the getting of
something as it is a development. A teacher said to me,
“Nine-tenths of that which a pupil learns in school he for
gets ,but his mind is all the while growing' stronger.’’ Ed
ucation consists not in what we get, but how much we de
velop. The one who c^n readily learn his lessons by rote,
is not necessarily the one who is geting the best educa
tion; it is the one who develops his reasoning faculties.
Education cannot be had by proxy; no one has the power
to give it to us, or get it for us. Suppose the most learned
man in the world should, come to our city and say to the
assembled children in our high school: “Children, I love
you, so dearly; that I am about to bestow a great boon
upon you. I am educated; the deep mysteries of the uni
verse are mine, and I want, in fact, I propose, to give all
this knowledge to you. I impose but one Condition. Be
lieve in me; believe that I have this knowledge, and that
I can and will give it to you for the asking. Do that, and
you will not have to go to school any more for you will be
better educated than you can ever expect to be by merely
using the schools.” Suppose, I say, he would bring that
message; Would the city'seriously listen to him? Wbuld
it strive to accept his offer or would the state take charge
of him and send him tb an institution unfil pronounced
cured?
No, education cannot be had by proxy ; it cannot be
given to us for the asking; it is not a free gift. Correctly
speaking, there is no free education;- what we do» have is
free schools, an opportunity and means of acquiring an ed-ucation ourselves, by our own efforts, our own industry.
We pay the price by honest toil, by delving, by foregoing
pleasure, by hard work. It is not free; we pay for it.
Put the word “salvation” where we have been using
the word “education,” and you have .the true philosophy bf
the whole subject. Salvation is not the getting of some
thing; it is a development. As -we have an intellect to .
strengthen, so we have a spirit to "develop. The one we
call education; the other we call salvation. Figuratively
speaking, one is the growth of the brain, the other the
growth of the heart.' One is a matter of knowledge, the
other a matter of character. One is no frejsr than the
other.
It seems needless to say that salvation cannot be had
by proxy;. that it can be given to us for the asking. Sup
pose the representative of an organization of men and
women should say to them some Sunday morning, ‘I know
of the best; man who ever lived; he not only has the finest
character, but he has a deep affection for you also. He
wants you to be. good like himself, and to enjoy the same
comforts. Loving you as he does, he is going to give you
his goodness, conditioned only on your asking for it, and
having faith in him and that he will bestow the goodness
upon you.” With what result? The people would only lis
ten to it, say they believed it, and turn away satisfied.
But the fact is, that the giving of goodness is as impossible
as the giving of education. The opportunities for growing
in goodness are given to us; the potential powers of
knowledge are given us; but we cultivate both to attain
unto the desired end. Education is to be saved from ig
norance ; salvation is to be saved from baseness, dishones
ty, meanness. He gives the raw material; man, by his
efforts, which is the price he pays, produces the finished
product.
Education cannot be purchased by the brain of some
one else; neither can salvation be purchased by the blood
of some one else.
I know that we build upon the f oundation laid by all who
have gone before us. I know that all the triumphs of the
brain of a Plato, a Copernicus, a Newton, a Spencer, a Dar
win, enter into our education today, and we are that much
further along because they lived, and struggled, and paid
the price for that which they bequeathejd to us;. but when
we have made that knowledge ours, we have paid for it. I
know, also, that all the triumphs of the heart and will of
a Buddah, a Socrates, a Jesus, a Jeremiah, a Huss, a Sts
Francis of Assisi, along with the blood and suffering of
martyrdom, enter into the salvation of today, and that we
are upon a higher spiritual and moral plane because they
have lived, and’ struggled, and suffered, and paid the price
for that which they bequeathed us. But when we make
that trueness and love ours, we pay the price by our own
efforts, as they did.

So you’re taking the census, Mister,
Well, there’s me and the baby
there;
I’ve almost forgot my manners,
But step in, Sir, and take a chair,
Not much of a place to live in,
I know that’s What you think.
I once had a happy home, Sir,
But lost it all through drink.
You’d like to hear my story?
’Tis nothing new you’ll hear;
’Tis the same old wretched stpry
That’s enacted year by year.
I married the man I loved, Sir,
Though he drank a little, I knew.
But I thought my love would re
form him
And it did for a year or two,
But he’d pass the saloon each
morning
And someone would ask him in
,For(a social glass together,
Of whiskey, beer or gin,
So things went on for a year or two
Bill drinking more and more.
It’s hard for a man to keep straight
Sir,'
With temptation at every door,
But he was good, , when sober,
Hardworking, loving and kind,1
A better husband and father
You’d have hard work to find.
But one night in a drunken brawl,
Sir,
He struck his friend on the head;
Bill never remembered he did it.
But next morning they said he was
dead.
So they 'took my husband to prison
And locked him in murderers’ row,
But Bill never killed his friend,
Sir,
Though ’twas his hand that struck
the blow,
And some day the wrong yvill be
righted For in the judgment I think,
The one to be charged with the
murder
Will be the man who sold Bill the
drink.
And the ones who granted the li
cense
Will receive their sentence as well,
For the whiskey that made Bill a
murderer,
They gave the man license to ’sell.
They say I don’t understand law,
Sir,
That license makes taxes go down
That jt builds up our bridges and
highways
And is best for the cities and
towns.
It may build our bridges, and high
ways,
And do everything that they say,
But when/"building on wrecked
homes and murder
The price is too heavy to pay.
Well, good by; Sir, my life is a sad
one
But it’s not a new story I’v’e told
For there’ll always be wrecked
homes and sorrow
As long as the liquor is sold.

PHILIP
Philip, the Macedonian king, while
drowsy with wine was trying a case
and the prisoner after sentence was
pronounced, exclaimed, “I appeal."
“And to whom do you appeal?’* in
quired the astonished monarch. “I,
appeal from Philip drunk to Philip
sober,” replied the. prisoner, and the
king granted the request and at a re
hearing gave the prisoner his liberty.:
The people drowsy with the wine of
discord ofttimes pronounce a verdict
on public questions which they reverse
in their more calm and deliberate mo
ments. The next best thing to makeing no mistakes is to correct them.

ARTIST WAS JUST CURIOUS
Kindly Informed by Bowhlskered Far
mer That Machine He Was Driv
ing Was an Automobile.

received. All prices from fl
wall paper line inaH
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EDUCATION vs. SALVATION

98c, $1.29, $1.49, Upwards to $2.98

Poplin Skirts, flare model with fancy

Season

DOES THE LICENSE PAY?

Hexagon Shape Highly Polished in Yellow Finish, with Gilt Tip and Red Ring, fitted with best Red
rasive Rubber.
x,
THE MIKADO IS A SUPERIOR QUALITY OF PENCIL and contains the very finest specially prepared
ead, which is exceedingly smooth and durable.-

No. 1 Soft.

No. 2 Medium.

Accurately Graded in Five Degrees ;
No. 2 1-2 Medium Hard.
No. 3 Hard.
No?'4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers
Concéded to be the finest pencil made for général use

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY
377 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Not long ago a New York artist, in
search o£ quiet and rest, as well as
beautiful scenery, sought out a remote
and wild comer of the Northwest,
where he rejoiced in the absence of
all modern conveniences.
One day, as he rode his horse over
a corduroy road Tn a swampy forest,
he was amazed to hear the sound of
an automobile horn. Suddenly a bend.
In the road brought him face to face
with a small motor car, driven by a
bewhiskered farmer.
Seeing with what difficulty the rid
er was maintaining his seat as the
horse reared, plunged and backed, and
realizing that he could not get by the
frightened animal on so narrow a high
way, the farmer stopped his car,
jumped out, caught the bridle and led
the horse past It.
After expressing his thanks, the ar
tist, wishing to show an appreciative
Interest, inquired what machine It was.
“It’s an automobile, stranger,” was
the farm«’« indulgent reply.

Come unto me, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest.
Take my yoke upon you, and learn of
me; for 1 am meek'and Jowly in heart:
and ye shall find rest unto your souls.

For my yoke is easy and my burden
is light.
.

Matthew XI, 28, 29, 30

DOES KENNEBUNK NEED
RELIGION?
IT DOES.

BUTTER WRAPPERS
1000 for $2 at the Enterprise Press
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ÏHVE Bï TELEPHONE
By LUCY GORTON BARROWS.

“No!” shouted Simon Barclay in a
thunderous tone, crushing out the
fondest of human hopes, immovable
as a rock.
His pretty niece, Hetty, covered her
face with her hands and broke down
utterly in a storm of tears. .
“Cruel—cruel! ” she sobbed.
“And a last meeting with this gay
gallivanting young man—understand?”
pursued her callous-souled relative.
“You are breaking my heart!”
moaned Hetty, and really believing it.
“It isn’t because Ned Monroe is
after your little fortune, as most
young fellows are nowadays.”
“What—what is it, then?” faltered
poor Hetty.
"It’s because he’s an electrical
maniac.
Huh—telephone!
Who
heard of such a thing in my young
days? Gossip-breeders, I call ’em!
Worse than that—catering to laziness.
Tried to get me to put one in my
house. I’d like to see ’em! Now I’ve
said my say. Drop this beau, or I’ll
send you off a thousand miles to my
sister, where you can’t see him.”
Antiquated, narrow-minded Simon
Barclay had Invented a new name
for the most estimable young man in
Redfern. He hated all Innovations,
especially a telephone. There was a
reason. Simon had bargained too
slowly in the purchase of a piece of
property he coveted, a shrewd neigh
bor had got to a telephone and out
bid him. He hated telephones after
that, and Ned Monroe in the bargain,
for was not that energetic young man
the head linesman of the district tele
phone plant?
Hetty moped around the house all
day. She was disconsolate. If ever a
girl loved a bright intelligent young
fellow, it was she. As to Ned, she
knew that she was to him as the
apple of his eye. She dreaded meet
ing him, but she was loyal to a prom
ise she had made to her uncle that
there would be no exchange of notes,
no clandestine meetings. Hetty knew
that promptly at 5:30 Ned would pass

‘It's

Because

He’s an
Maniac.”

Electrical

the old orchard road near the farm.
Fifteen minutes earlier she repaired
to the old tree that had been to them
a favorite trysting place.
Ned came spinning along on his
bicycle, not a moment late, a fine
specimen of a healthy, buoyant
young man interested and happy in
his work. He swung a coil of wire
and his tool bag to the road and was
»ver the fence in a joyous leap.
“Dear girl!” he said fondly, and
then started at Hetty in alarm, Jor
phe was weeping.
Bit by bit the miserable story came
out. He consoled her, he reiterated
his love. He said nothing of revenge,
elopeffient or discouragement.
“Little lady,” he observed in his
hopeful sanguine way, "all right! If I
can’t see you, I can keep-cn loving
you, can’t I?"
“Yes, yes,” murmured Hetty bro
kenly, “but I shan’t hear—those lov
ing words! Why, not to have you tell
me how you think of me every day—”
“But you shall,” announced Ned
definitely. “You have agreed not to
write to me. Don’t. You have prom
ised not to meet me. Keep your
word. I’ll arrange all that, but—trust
me to break down this wall of preju
dice. Oceans shan’t part us. In the
meantime, until things settle down—
this.”
Ned drew from his coat pocket one
of the tools he used in putting in
wires. He waved it buoyantly.
“Yonder,” he said, pointing to the
barb wire fence, “is a conductor right
at hand. I’ll connect up half a mile
down the road with Farmer Moore’s
house line. The feeder will go up
there,” and he pointed among the1
branches of the old apple tree.
“Oh, Ned!” cried Hetty, clasping
her hands in ecstasy, “you—you don’t
mean—”
“That I am going to put a tele
phone especially for you up in that
tree. Why, every evening we can talk
over the line for hours, if we want to.”
“You darling!” exuberated Hetty
breathlessly. “Oh, how fortunate it
is that you know all about tele
phones ! ”

‘TH be at my task bright atid early
tomorrow before your uncle is up and
about,” planned Ned. “Come here to
morrow evening, climb up in the tree.
There’s a comfortable seat on the sec
ond branch. Take down the receiver.
Call up ‘XX.’ I’ll arrange with the
switch-board girls as to what that
means. Then—last kiss here, but I’ll
send you a dozen over the wires
every evening!”
Oh, the delight of it! That blissful
twilight hour! The deft hand of the
master workman had arranged the
wires so that only a suspicious, search
ing person could have guessed the
mission of the double wire loop run
ning from the fence up Into the old
apple tree.
For three consecutive evenings Het
ty sauntered carelessly down the
road. Her uncle supposed she was go
ing to visit the daughter of the farm
er just' next to them. Hetty had no
ticed him standing at the door of the
house the last evening of the three,
watching her till she was out of sight.
She made a cautious detour to reach
the old tree.
The fourth evening Hetty did not
start away until she saw Mr. Barclay
busy in what he called his little of
fice, looking over his business papers.
It was quite dusk by the time she
reached her destination.
She had climbed into the tree and
had herself comfortably disposed,
when she was startled by a low quick
whistle. A man came over the fence,
rough looking and sinister. He stood
directly beneath her leafy shelter.
It was he who had uttered the
whistle and in a few moments a com
rade of the same type slouched Into
view.
“Well, how’s the outlook?” queried
the first comer.
“Capital.”
“Girl gone?”
“Half an hour ago.”
“And the old man?”
“In the room where his safe is, all
alone. There’s a rich haul, partner.
Come on.”
“Mercy!” gasped the startled Hetty,
as the two strangers disappeared in
the direction of the farm house.
“They are going to rob uncle!”
Her wits worked quick. She was
aware that the men folks on the next
farm were not at home. Then a
bright idea occurred to her. She
snatched free the receiver of the tele
phone.
“X-X”—oh, quick, please! please!”
she breathed frantically.
And then as the connection was
made: “Oh, Ned! come quick, with
.help. There are two burglars here
who are going to rob uncle!”
“Will they never come?” she cried,
standing out in the road and looking
townwards. Then her heart took
hope. Two distant sparks grew
brighter, the lamps of a speeding
automobile. Then she could hear the
chug-chug of the flying machine. She
ran out Into the road and waved her
neck scarf.
Two town officers accompanied her
lover. One guarded the front door of
the house as they reached it Ned
and the other man went around to the
porch that opened into the office of
old Simon.
“Just In time!” announced Ned, and
he and the officer sprang Into the
room. One of the burglars was guard
ing their victim with a revolver. The
other had just lifted his strong box
from the safe.
The officers departed with their
prisoners. Ned explained.
“A telephone did it?” muttered old
Simon, closely hugging his treasure
box. "But for that—Join hands!” he
said abruptly. “I’m converted, Hetty.
This young man may put in a ’phone
in the morning. As to coming here
regular, I fancy he’s earned the priv
ilege.”
And so love by telephone led to
love directly under the home roof.
(Copyright, 1914, by W. G. Chapman.)

DR. OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES
His

Important Medical Discovery
Should Be Recorded In His
Memorial.

There has been a suggestion that
In a memorial to Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes some worthy recognition be
made of his incomparable service to
mankind in the discovery and propaga
tion against obstacles that would have
deterred a less honest and sympa
thetic mind of the contagiousness of
childbed fever and its remedy. Lay
persons and unfortunately many in
the profession are unaware of this
epoch-making discovery by a man
whose memory is beloved and hon
ored for his literary attainments
only. A disease which consigned
thousands of recent mothers to un
timely graves was suddenly deprived
of its, malign prevalence by the dis
covery of Doctor Holmes that it was
contracted by contact with the doc
tor or nurse and that simple precau
tions by them would prevent its oc
currence. Persecuted in his own
country by the ridicule of greatf pro
fessors in that specialty, Holmes pur
sued the even tenor of his way until
his idea was accepted in England.
Thence it was carried to the con
tinent, where it was taken up by a
Hungarian physician who reduced the
mortality in the Vienna hospitals enor
mously. To the latter his countrymen
have erected a monument in Buda
pest, and annually homage is paid to
his memory, while .Holmes is barely
remembered in the United States for
this scientific discovery, which it is
said he valued more highly than his
literary fame.

Reason cannot show itself more
reasonable than to cease reasoning on
things above reason.—Sir P. Sidney.

•

So nature deals with us, and takes
away
Our playthings one by one, and by the
hand
Leads us to rest so gently, that we go,
Scarce knowing if we wish to go or
stay,
Being too full of sleep to understand
How far the unknown transcends the
what we know.
—Longfellow.
SWEETS AND SALADS.

A simpleand most tasty dessert
may bemade by scooping the center
from a deep
sponge cake, filling
with jam, put on
the lid and serve
sliced with whip
ped cream and
sugar. Filled with
whipped cream and
a few tablespoon
fuls of jam mixed with the cream is
a most delicious combination also.
Small cup cakes may be used if so de
sired, serving one to each person.
German Salad.—Cook salt herring in
boiling water 15 minutes; drain and
cool and separate into flakes. Add an
equal quantity of cold boiled potato
cut in cubes and one-fourth the quan
tity of hard-cooked eggs chopped. Mar
inate with French dressing and serve
with a dressing made as follows: Beat
a fourth of a cupful of cream until
stiff, add two tablespoonfuls of canned
red pepper, put through a sieve; then
add an equal quantity of good boiled
dressing. Serve the salad on lettuce
with the dressing.
Corn and Rice Salad.—Take equal
quantities of cooked corn, well drained,
and rice cooked until, soft; mix and
season with salt, pepper, and add stiff
mayonnaise dressing. Serve on lettuce
leaves.
Mexican Tomato Salad.—Rub a salad
bowl with a cut clove of garlic. Line
the bowl with lettuce and lay in a few
slices of tomato, cover with chopped
green pepper, a teaspoonful of onion
and a dozen chopped olives. Pour over
a French dressing of a tablespoonful
of vinegar to three of oil, season with
salt, pepper and a dash of celery salt.
Serve well chilled. Cucumbers may be
added in place of the olives if so de
sired.
Spanish Cream.—Take a quart of
milk and soak half a box of gelatin
in it. Beat the yolks of three eggs
light, add a cupful of sugar, stir in
the scalding milk and cook until the
egg is thick. Strain through a cheese
cloth. When nearly cold flavor with
lemdn juice. Pour into a mold and
let stand in cold water to stiffen.

SHEN
CABINET
Who hath not met with home-made
bread,
A heavy compound of putty and lead
And home-made wines that rack the
head,
Home-made pop that will not foam
And home-made dishes that drive one
from home.
—Hood.
GOOD DESSERTS WITH EGGS.

During the months when eggs are
high we are glad to hunt up some
foods which will be pab
atable without them.
Bird’s Nest Pudding.—
Peel and slice enough ap
ples to fill a deep pie
plate. Make a rich bis
cuit and mixture, rather
soft and pour over the
apples. Bake until the
crust is brown and the apples tender.
Turn upside down on a plate/ spread
generously with butter, sprinkle with
sugar and grated nutmeg and serve
as one does pie.
,
_ Apple Pone.—Pare and chop fine one
pint of sweet apples. Pour a cupful
of bviling water into a pint of white
corn meal, beating hard to make light,
when cool add one cupful of sweet
milk, and a half teaspoonful or more
of salt Stir in the apples a grating
of nutmeg and bake in a covered dish.
Serve with hard sauce or cream and
sugar.
Grape Sago.—Wash a cupful of sago,
cover with cold water and let soak
over night. Next morning cook un
til transparent. Add a cupful of grape
juice. When cool turn into a glass
dish and put aside to get cold. Serve
with cream and sugar.
Chocolate Blanc Mange.—Put two
ounces of broken bits of chocolate
into a double boiler and when melt
ed add a pint of warm milk Stir
well and add four tablespoonfuls of
sugar. Moisten three tablespoonfuls
of cornstarch with a little cold milk,
add it to the hot milk and cook until
thick and smooth. Remove from the
heat, add a teaspoonful of vanilla, beat
well and pour into a glass dish to
serve when cold. Serve with sweet
ened cream.
Chocolate Tapioca.—Wash a cupful
of tapioca, cover with a pint and a
half of water and soak for two hours.
Put four ounces of chocolate in a
double boiler and when melted add
a half cupful of sugar. Cook until the
tapioca is transparent, stirring often
when done, remove and flavor with
vanilla. Serve with sugar and cream.
A sprinkling of nuts or bits of jelly
over the top for a garnish adds to
the appearance of either a tapioca or
sago pudding.
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BOOIVWNG BETTER ROADS.
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We should have another declaration of independence and leclare ourselves independent of
American mud.
Ignorance never initiated any
good movement, and its twin
sister, prejudice, has retarded
many.
The tax we bear for bad roads
is infinitely higher than th’t we
would pay for good roads.
It is astonishing what burdens
we will bear when we bear them
ignorantly. Let the light in on
the mud tax.
Politics is supposed to be the
science of government, but in
some states it is trying to steal
the road funds.
National highways and good
roads everywhere—if you don’t
get them it is your own fault.
We need uniform road legislation, construction and maintenance.
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Btiquette
points

Use of Calling Card.
•
The question of how properly to use
«
• the calling card seems still to remain
• puzzling to so many people that the
2 best way i's again to give instruction
• on the subject.
•
•
If the primary point is firmly im
•
• planted in the mind there should be
•
•
•
• no trouble at all, and this is that the
2
2 visiting card of a man or a woman
•
• means the personal presence of the one
2
2 whose name it bears as' far as an in
•
• animate object can be said to replace
2
2 a living person. A lady’s calling card
•
• should never be found where she
would not like to be seen herself, and
the man who is in any regular busi
TO EXHIBIT ROAD MODELS. ness will have his office number on his
business cards, but his calling cards
Collection to Be on View at Panama- that are to be sent in to announce him
Pacific Exposition.
when calling or to be left by the la
Arrangements are to be made by the dles of his family with their own when
United States department of agricul he cannot make the call in person
ture, through Logan Waller Page, di need have only his name, always with
rector of the office of public roads, to
place on exhibition at the Panama-Pa the prefix “Mr.”
cific exposition in 1915 the greatest A married woman in making a first
collection of road models ever display call leaves one of her own and one of
ed in any part of the world. The mod her husband’s for each lady in the
els will furnish exact duplicates of the house, with an extra one of her hus-.
old Roman roads, French roads and all band’s for the man of the familyof the various types of modern roads, more if it be necessary—that is, where
together with miniature models of road there are sons or brothers. It should
machinery operated by electricity.
be readily understood that this sim
The office of public roads made an
exhibit of road models for the first ply means that Mr. and Mrs, have
time at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ex called upon Mrs. and Miss, while Mr.
position. The aim was to put on view has also called upon Mr. Such formal
such striking examples in miniature ity is only needed when making a first
of road models that visitors would not call. Afterward only the card of the
only appreciate the beneficent effects lady and her husband need be left if
of improved highways, but would, at the members called upon are not at
the same time!, be able to understand home. When a lady calls where she
has been in the habit of calling—that
the methods of their construction.
Since the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ex is, upon an acquaintance or friend—she
position closed, the exhibit has been just leaves her own card, laying it upon
displayed at numerous other exposi any convenient table or shelf, if the
tions and fairs in many parts of the lady of the house opens the door her
country and in Soubh America and Eu self pr happens to be at the door and
rope. In the meantime, the collection receives her in person.
has been greatly augmented until ev Where cards of invitation include the
ery single type of road is now repre men of the family and they cannot call
sented and every known device used in person their visiting cards should
in the making of roads has been re be left by the women who do call; this
is all that is necessary. A young man
produced in miniature.
The models have also been displayed usually prefers to have his own cards
on road trains at all important places to announce his visit when he calls in
along the route of the Pennsylvania person.
railroad in the state of Pennsylvania,
When an invitation to an “at home”
the entire system of the Southern rail is received the only thing needed is to
way, the Frisco lines, the Atlantic drop One’s card in the receiver always
Coast line and the Nashville, Chatta- to be found either at the door or pre
nopga and St. Louis railway.
sented by a man or maid for the pur
As a result of the Instruction furnish pose. This signifies that one has been
ed by these road models many farmers present as the hostess looks over het
have joined forces to improve their cards afterward to note who has been
own highways, and the road building present.
movement has had a great impetus.
If one cannot attend a short note of
When application for expert advice regrets, with card inclosed, is mailed in
concerning any special road problem time to reach the house of the hostess
is made, to the department the office on day and date of reception, as near
of public roads furnishes it without ex the hour as possible. One’s obligations
acting any fees.
cease if these simple rules are fol
lowed.

DETAILS OF ROAD MAKING.
_____
Construction, Maintenance and Water
ways Are Difficult Problems.

“Of all the factors which go to make
up the perfect macadam road,” says
Logan Waller Page, “there is un
doubtedly none more potent than that
of the suitability of the material which
enters its construction. There are two
ways in which the engineer may avail
himself of the information necessary
to a proper selection of road ma
terial. The first and only certain one
is to make an actual service test on
the material under observation and
under the same conditions of traffic
and climate to which the proposed
road will be subjected. The second
method is by means of short time la
boratory tests to approximate as near
ly as possible the destructive agencies
to which the material will be subject
ed on the road.”
A properly designed waterway struc
ture should fulfill the following re
quirements:
Waterway sufficient to carry off
promptly the water coming to it; prop
er foundations to bear the loads, resist
undermining and give long service; su
perstructure designed to bear for a
long period of years, any load which
may legally be imposed upon it, and
so constructed as to serve the Comfort
and convenience of travel and economy
of maintenance.

FLAGS FOR ROAD PATROL
European Plan Adopted to Keep High
way Repairers at Work.

Eight hundred white flags inscribed
“S. H. D. Patrol” are flying on the
highways of New York state, marking
the places where the men engaged in
-repairing roads are at work, according
to a plan of Commissioner of High
ways John N. Carlisle. Many com
plaints have been made regarding the
failure of patrolmen to care properly
for the highways, and under the new
plan Commissioner Carlisle hopes to
make the patrol service more effective.
The flag system has been adopted
from the European countries, where
the maintenance of highways has be
come more of an exact science than it
is in America. The display of the little
white flags along the highways abroad
has had the effect. Commissioner Car
lisle says, of making patrolmen more
efficient, as the failure on the part of
the citizens of those countries to see
the flags usually is reported to head
quarters.

Etiquette For the Hostess..

Among the laws of social usage call
ed etiquette perhaps none is oftener
broken or at least shaken than that
demanding composure of manner in
host and hostess where .awkward or
inexperienced help must be depended
upon.
An already bewildered maid is not
rendered any the better by open repri
mands, admonitions, orders or a series
of frantic signals. She is much more
likely-to stumble, drop food and dishes
and possibly burst Into tears if re
proved before guests, making them un
comfortable and agonizing the hostess
If the fish is served and its sauce is
forgotten, If there is a mistake in pour
ing wine or filling” the water goblets,
or, indeed, any such small mishaps,
matters are not made any better by
repeated corrections, veiled sarcasm or
anything of the sort. One of the really
simple rules of good breeding is follow
ed by the hostess who never apologizes
for commissions or omissions at her
table. She may give orders to a nerv
ous maid in a very, very low, gentle
tone that will help to compose the
frightened, awkward girl, and she
makes the effort and is always suc
cessful to divert her guests and pays
no attention seemingly to anything that
goes wrong.
The obligation that good form im
poses upon guests in such cases is to
assist the hostess in a quiet, consider
ate way. If in the serving of a dish
it is discovered that it has been badly
cooked or is in any way wrong it is
far better to allow it to be served, un
less it would be really harmful, than
to send it back to the kitchen with a
stern message to a possibly flustered.
Incompetent cook. Then guests can
easily trifle with it, allowing that
course to be as if it never was wrong
In any way, laughing and talking about
anything, everything that comes to
mind. This helps out a worried host
ess and makes for the pleasure of the
assembled company.
Apologies should never be offered if
a long, awkward wait intervenes be
tween courses. It becomes then the
duty of host and hostess to appear en
tirely unconcerned and to keep the ball
of conversation going as swiftly and
gayly as possible. This is the compo
sure of manner that must be cultivated
If people wish to appear at ease, no
matter what happens. Accidents are
always apt to occur, and to accept them
quietly is to show good breeding, which
Is etiquette.
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GOOD ROAD GRIST.

____

•

•
•

We can’t deny that we are far •
behind the rest of the world in 2
good roads, but we are willing •
and expecting to go ahead.
2
The people are more willing to •
be taxed for good roads than for 2
almost any other public improve- •
ment.
•
This is a big country, but the •
nation is big enough to construct •
• a system of national highways. •
• The mud tax is the biggest tax •
2 of all, and sometimes some of It 2
• is' between the farmer’s front •
2 gate and the barn door.
2
• Good roads to merchants mean •
2 a direct benefit in sales and a de- 2
• creased expense in deliveries.
•
2 Good' roads salvation costs 2
• money, but you will not regret •
2 the money when you reach the 2
• other end of the good road.
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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WHAT BETTER ROADS
MEAN TO THE FARMER.
The Only Thing Needed Now to Help
the Agriculturist.

If I were compelled to say what I
thought was the most important phase
of agricultural life I would say roads,
says a writer in the American Agricul
turist. To take the drudgery away
from the rural life and give the farm
ing community a chance to enjoy life
and make money while it is hard
at work I do not know of any one
thing that could be of more real bene
fit than good roads. I believe that bad
roads more than • any other one. thing
have been responsible for the exodus
from the country to the city. People
cannot be happy unless they are con
tented.
The people on the farms are like
other folks—they like to visit their
neighbors, go to church, go to the
amusements and see the sights and
take part in all these things. But they
are prohibited from doing these things
and many others, for the reason that
the roads often are so bad they cannot
travel on them for fear of accidents
and trouble; hence they stay at home
Until they become so dissatisfied with
the farm they quit and move to town.
If this was remedied by good roads,
so they could go and see their neigh
bors, and spend an evening with them,
or go to some entertainment at the
nearby town and see a good show, or
attend some public meeting and have
a chance to take part in what is going
on in the world about them, they would
be better satisfied.
MM
This is not all nor the best side of
good roads. The farmer living in the
community where the roads are good
Is prosperous, for the reason that he
can keep in touch with the markets.
With the R. F. D., parcel post, tele
phone, he needs only good roads to
make farm life the most complete and
most desired on earth. The exodus
from the country to the city will end
when good roads come, and the re
verse will then occur—from the city
to the farm.

TEXAS COUNTY’ISSUES BONDS
$50,000 to Be Spent In Midland For
Better Highways.

A wealthy ranch owner of Midland
county, Tex.; was opposed to a pro
posed $50,000 land issue for good roads.
On the day of the election he started
for the county seat determined to vote
against the bonds. Fortunately for
good roads, it had rained the previous
night, and the highway was in terrible
shape.
After several hours of fighting water
holes and mud up to his axles he
reached town converted, announcing
that any man opposed to better roads
in Midland county was a particular
brand of fool. He voted for the bonds,
and the issue carried by a large ma
jority.
The movement was started last win
ter by the Midland Commercial club,
and a vigorous campaign of education
was carried on. There was a small
but determined opposition which fought
the proposition very earnestly. Mass
meetings were held and speakers
brought in by the Commercial club
from other counties to tell of the ben
efit of good roads in neighboring com
munities. Automobile excursion trips
were also got up to other counties
where roads had been built so that a
practical lesson might be taught to
skeptics and scoffers.
Colorado’s New Road Laws.

Colorado has done away with the old
“pork barrel” methods of expending
state road funds. Its present legisla
ture has lately enacted two laws, the
passage of which has been strongly
advocated by good roads enthusiasts,
commercial associations and the busi
ness and motor interests of the state
for several years. One of these laws
creates a state highway commissioner,
with an advisory board representing
the five sections of the state, to have
general supervision of state roads. Thé
second law places the internal im
provement fund in the hands of the
highway commission for expenditure
on a comprehensive system of roads.
This fund now amounts to about $750,000. It is provided that the commis
sion shall appropriate sums equal to
those of the respective counties for
work on state primary roads, but it
has power to increase this as high as
$5 to every $1 of the county’s in weak
counties having low valuation and ex
pensive road construction. Conse
quently there will be available for road
development in Colorado this year be
tween $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 to be
spent en connected roads.
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Life is not so short but that
A valuable horse, the' property OLD FAMILIES ARE UNITED
there is always time for courtesy. of Charles W. Bowdoin, died last
A Little Out of the Way but It Pays to Walk
(Continued from page one)
A pound box of Maine Maid night as the result of an attack of
Sweets for 29 cents at Fiske’s colic.
Drug Store.
Sewell Titcomb returned yester Whitten, Suncook, N. H.; Mr. and
We have added to our well-stocked Meat
While walking in the shadow day to Worcester, Mass., to resume Mrs. Brooks Ladd, Sr., Boston;
don’t forget the sunshine is only his studies at Worcester Polytech Mrs. Stevens and Miss Stevens,
and Provision Market a full line of
Portland; Major and Mrs. Bur
Cecil Clark spent Sunday with across the street.
nic Institute.
rage, Kennebunkport.
friends in Portland.
■ Have you tried that delicious
The Ladies’ Missionary Society
Mrs. Hugh Gate» Boutell is a
Grape
Nut
Ice
Cream
that
Fiske,
Miss Marion Hatch, K. H. S. ’15,
of the Congregational church met graduate of Abbot Academy, An
is a student at Thornton Academy. the druggist, sells ?
at the home of Mrs. C. H. McVey; dover, Mass., her class being 1909.
Charles Coolbroth and Edgar this afternoon.
Albert Emmons and Russell
Many of her school friends came
Waterhouse return to Dartmouth Drown left Tuesday for a < week’s
Harry Fairfield is spending a on for her wedding and the recep
business
visit
in
Portland;
college today.
few days-in Portland and on his tion was quite a society event.
Mr. J. L. Carleton closed his return will accept a position as Mr. Boutell was graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Farwell,
which, as we do business on a strictly cash
of Springvale, were the recent Kennebunk 'Beach store last week pianist at the Acme Theatre.
the George Washington Universi
after
a
successful
season.
guests, in town.
basis, we are enabled to offer at far lower
Miss Genevieve Fletcher is en ty in 1912 and since then has been
Mrs. Mary Webb and Miss Ruby
Miss Ruth E. Greene of Keene,
joying a vacation from her duties in the Government employ. Both
prices than asked by most dealers.
N. H.., is the guest of her brother, Stevens are taking their vacation7 as- operator at the Western Union; bride and bridegroom Come from
at -Mrs. Webb’s cottage at “Great Telegraph office. Mrs. Gordon old Maine families which have
Stuart W. Greene.
Meats and Groceries of the same high
Elmer M; Roberts, of the grocery Hill.”
Carter is substituting during her been prominent politically and so-'
cially for many, years.
firm of Curtis & Roberts, is enjoy Clarence Bragdon, of the Maine absence.
quality at correspondingly low prices.
Institution for the Blind, Portland,
ing his annual vacation.
INDUSTRY
CLUB
was
the
guest
of
friends
in
town
Henry White left Monday to re
13TH COMPANY .NOTES
PROVING POPULAR
sume his studies at the Maine on Monday.
Charles Dennett, Frank Dennett
Wesleyan Seminary, Kents Hill.
The meh who represented thé. Applications for membership of
The Main street fronts of the Di and friends are spending a week at company at the State shoot in Au the recently organized Industry
rect Importing Company and F. W. the “Take It Easy” cottage at burn returned this, noon well sat Club are pouring in daily and pros
Nason-stores have been repainted. “Great Hill.”
isfied.with their trip and with re pects are bright for realization of
Water Street
Kennebunk, Maine
John W. Bowdoin, Frank Rut ■Mr. LaFountaine had an ill markably good records consider the. plan to enroll each working
ter and Harry E. Lunge are spend turn at hie home Monday evening. ing the fact hat opportunity for man of the town into an alert body
His- condition is much improved at practice had been limited. The to secure the location here of some
ing the day .at thè Gorham fair.
present date.
tyro team, Captained by Lieut. good industrial plant,
A new gasoline tank and Bowser
pump has been installed in front, The only Optical Parlor and Stevens, included Sergt. Smith and A site for several factories has
of H. E. Lunge’s hardware store on Factory in this county is located at Privates Nason and McDonald. been secured and now all that re
No 168 Main street, Biddeford.! Private Berry commanded thecoim mains to be done is to get in touch
lower Main street.
The open ' season on partridges Glasses repaired while you wait. pany team made Up of Privates with a live manufacturer and show
him why this town should be se
and woodcock starts in York Coun Littlefield, the Optometrist; Adv. Sprague.
Capt. McVey served ds a range lected as the scene of his commer
ty on October first and continues Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ward, Mrs,
through that month" and November. John Ward and Mrs., W. D. Hay officer but. was called home today cial activities. That this end may
2 h.p. $48
3 1 -2 h.p. $7 0
be accomplished President Tit
Joseph B. Burke, and Seth Pink went to Rockland last. Wednesday on business matters.
6 h.P. $90 7 1 -2 h.P. $115
ham left; Monday for Kents, Hill to attend the funeral services of A number of the men under comb has designated every man,
Lieut. Stevens- will visit the: San woman and child in thé township
and have entered as freshmen the Miss Annie Lynn.
5 h.p. 2 cyl. $75
Maine Wesleyan Seminary in that Rev. Fred Norcross, former pas ford range tomorrow where a pre as a committee to work individual
ly
and
collectively
to
accomplish
liminary
instruction
course-will
be
tor
of
the
Methodist
church
in
this
place.
something in that line. An indus
Started.
25 different styles and sizes of two and
Ira H. Wells is substituting at village, is supplying at Curtis & A letter purporting to come from try, large of small-is greatly de
Roberts
’
grocery
store
while
Mr.
thè Ocean National Bank for
four
cycle engines. Prices lower than
sired
and
it
seems
as
if
a
deter

Private
Haywood
and
posted
on
Charles H. Davis, who has been Roberts is taking a vacation.
ever before. We carry thè largest
mined
effort,
With
every
résident
the
Armory
door
is
attracting
con

confined by illness for some time Harold Sargent has resigned as siderable attention. Although not cooperating could be nothing else
stock in Maine.
driver of the American Express
at his home in Wells. '
than
Successful
in
securing
some

going
info
details
a
fair
idea
of
A recruiting station for the U. S. Company team and accepted a po what transpired' at Auburnjnay be thing.
Prices Same as at Factory
army is in operation in Biddeford sition with the G. W. Larrabee gleaned from a perusal. It is
Write
to
the
brother,
son
or
SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST
all this week. Efforts are being Company. Walter Nedeau succeeds stated that a local merchant vital father who has had to leave home
made to increase the number and Mr. Sargent.
to
find
lucrative
employment
—
se

ly interested in the company but
efficiency of the soldiers and theSe Mrs. Blanche Potter has moved not a member being barred by his cure the cooperation of all Who
the
goods
from
her
beach
store
to
temporary stations are being oper
mature age can supply all lacking: have had, fòr various reasons, -to
ated in many of the smaller cities. the Bargain Store and has tohay information. The letter , is also leave the home town but whose
g9 Portland Pier.
PORTLAND, ME,
hearts still remain back here in
Adverse weather conditions have commenced a few days’ Clearance illustrated.
Sale
at
which
time
some
wonderful
Kennebunk, Enlist them in the
heavily damaged the Cape Cod
movement and the success already
cranberry crop and local grocers bargains will be offered.
CHANGE
AT
LIGHTING
PLANT
While Mr .and Mrs. J. Ny Curri
met;wit-h can hardly fail to be ex
predict rather higher prices than
prevailed last year,.. A falling off er were coming home from. Wells
ceeded and the desire of the club
of at least: one-third is anticipated in their auto‘Thursday they struck Not caring to cooperate in a pol that a good position for every res
and a similar rise in price is the an abutment at Cole’s Corner icy of retrenchment planned by the ident, past, present or future be
outlook for this Thanksgiving time bridge and damaged the car so it Electric Light Commission, Ira H. available will soon be a reality?
had to be taken to Biddeford for Wells, has resigned his position as rather than a mere desire.
necessity;'
Baseball fans generally will note repairs. So far as is known they superintendent at the power sta The lack of-openings for thé
tion. The plant has been brought ambitious young man in the aver
with regret the passing of “Al”' were not hurt. •
to a high state of efficiency and age country town is a fact greatly RUBBER SOLED GOODS in Buck and
A
ball
game.iB
scheduled
for
Spaulding, the well known profes
sional player and sporting goods Saturday nn the playground at 3 Commissioners Lowell and Norton to be regretted and the Kennebunk
Canvas. B, C, D anil E widths
manufacturer, who died at his p. m., between Kennebunk Mills were of the opinion that the busi Industry Club aims to make this
home in San Diego, Cal., last Thurs and Sanford Baptist Brotherhood, ness could be conducted as well if ’town an exception to that rule.
Some-question has arisen as to TENNIS SHOES in several grades and a
day. Mr. Spaulding was a former The Sanford boys have a good one less 1 man was employed and
Boston player and did. much to pop- team and a good game is expected. it was decided to drop one from the interpretation of thè word
fine, assortment of Pumps and Colonials in stand
ulize the sport in that city and New I Tickets will be sold at a low price, the pay roll. Supt. Wells, did not “laborer” in thè club’s by-laws and
consider
the
move
a
wise
one
and
ard styles, and novelties.
to
defray
expenses.
officials
wish
to
make
it
clear
that
England,
tendered his resignation to take the term is used in its broadest
The
third
annual
exhibition
of
The .statute providing for thè is
effect at the pleasure of the major
The PACKARD SHOE for Men
suance of juryvenirs-was changed the York County Poultry Associa ity of the tommission but still re sense and includes all who work
for their living, farmers, mechan
tion
is
scheduled
to
take
place
in
by thè last legislature and while
tains
his
office
as
a
commissioner.
ics,
clerks,
etc.,
none
are
barred
provision was made for thè sum Sanford Town hall on November Charles Knight, a native of Ken
monsing of the grand jurors but 2p, 30, and December 1 and 2. Ail nebunk and a former ¡employee at but all are uged to apply for mem
bership by letter or in person to
Modern Repairing by Competent Workmen
inadvertantly no means was pro •expert poultry fancier has been en the station, who has been at Kit
either the President Fred E. Titgaged
by
H.
H.
Nash,
the
county
vided for the selection of traverse
tery for some years, has been se comb or Secretary G. P. Parlili.
jurorszand the matter is coming in farm work demonstrator, to lecture lected to run the plant and will
Leading citizens class the move
on
matters
of
interest
to
breeders
for considerable discussion by law
make an effort to conduct things ment, as being a very important one
yers and court officials generally. and interesting and profitable ses with one less employee than here
and all are requested and urged to
sions are anticipated.
A law passed by the last legisla
tofore.
join in making it a unanimous one
ture makes it a serious'disdemean Tickets for the Board of Trade
as well.
D OCK SQUARE
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME
or to attempt in any way to defraud supper at Uniform Rank hall
M.
E.
CHURCH
NOTES
a fair association. Penalties for next Monday are being offered and
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
gaining admission in otherwise finding a ready sale at 25 cents
than the conventional way and for each. The number of plates is lim Sunday worship at 2 and 7.30
Regular services Sunday, morn
obtaining preminums by fraud are ited to 150 and the early procuring p. m. In the afternoon the pastor ing worship at 10.30 and evening
provided such offences being put of the pasteboards is advisable. will preach on “Man—^A Con meeting at 7.30 in the chapel. The
on. a par with the crime of larceny. During the evening W. B. Moore, queror.” In the évèning his talk pastor’s morning subject will be
Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
Considerable trouble has been ex .Secretary of the Portland Cham will be on “Motivés” and the meet “The Golden Age.”
Custom Work. Ladies’Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
perienced by various fair manage ber of Commerce, and members of ing will be social.
The Men’s Bible class which
the local board will speak.
ments in previous years.
' The Sunday School, at 8.15 p. m., meets in connection with the 'Sun
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
Last Thursday was the hottest Rev. David B. Holt and family offers a place and a welcome to all day School still maintains its pop MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE
day in a half century in New Hamp had barely^set their personal pro whether as pupils or visitors. Here ularity and .is steadily drawing
shire points though fairly comfort perty on the sidewalk before' the is also a place for service for. any more men to the school. A course
on the ethical teachings of the Old
able in town here but Kennebunk house at 9 Moody street Portland, consecrated workers.
sweltered on Saturday and resi during their moving operations re Thé E. L. Monthly business Testament and their application
dents generally considered it as one cently when they discovered that meeting and social, held at the to modern conditions is to be taken
of the hottest days if not the very the building was on fire says the home of Miss Clara Meserve, last up in the near future.
hottest of the season. An off shore New Age. The house was consid Monday evening, was a delightful The regular mid week service oh
breeze made the evening and night erably damaged. Mr. Holt was occasion;’ Two new members were Wednesday evening should not be
hours comfortable however and formerly presiding elder of the M. received, A clam bake is in the overlooked.
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
the succeeding cooler weather of E. church for the Portland district list of coming events. Games and
LITTLE POINTERS
Saturday was heartily welcomed. and is well known in Kennebunk. refreshments sped the moments,
AT THE OFFICE OF THE
Miss M. E. Moore, the District An apple tree at the home of Or Thi^ beginning of autumnal activi
Nurse will attend the meeting of rin Stevens in West Kennebunk, ties augurs well for thé future of Every tomorrow has two han
dles. We can take hold of it by
the Maine State Nurses’ Associa which is already heavily laden the society.
ENTERPRISE
the
handle of anxiety or the handle
The
W.
H.
M.
S.
held
a
sewing
tion wliich is to be held at the with fruit, is attracting considera
Young Women’s Home in Lewiston ble attention from the fact that it meeting at the home of Mrs. C. H. of faith.
tomorrow. Methods, relative to the is blooming a second time. Buds Clark, Brown street on Tuesday To feed the mind on evil thoughts
is an indulgence which is sure to
formation of a public Health De and blossoms appear in abundance afternoon.
deform the character and produce
partment will be discussed and all over the tree and were it earlier
Work done neatly and promptly
Miss Mary A. Penny of Portland in the season a good crop would FOR SALE—Second-hand top vileness in life.
Good deeds, the lovliest flowers
will report thè proceedings of the undoubtedly result from them.
buggy, in good condition \ have of all may blossom when the snow
National convention of the Ameri An exchange received yesterday
no use for it; will sell cheap. hides the ground and the frost
can Nurses Association held in San chronicles a similar tree in a cen
Particulars at Enterprise office clouds the pane.
tral Masachusetts town.
Francisco last June.
»

NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN

Canned
Goods

A. M. Seavey
PALMER ENGINES

Greatly Reduced Prices

PALMER BROS.

Summer Footwear

ATKINS SHOE CO.
JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
Report of the Condition of the
work on the ball field at the new KENNEBUNK LOWER VILLAGE
‘playground recently given to the
Deferred from last week
town by Mr. Parsons. When com*-;
(No. 1254)
pleted the diamond will be one of
At Kennebunk in the State of Maine at
Mrs. Jennie Johnson of South
the largest and best in the state,
the close of business Sept, 2, 1915
being of such a generous size that Windham is stopping with Mrs. E. 1. Loans and discounts
$300,705.78
856.59
the batsman who can knock a ball A. Goodwin during her convales 2. Overdrafts, unsecured
3. U, S, bonds deposited tp se-.
MEETING OF PROTEST
BURGLAR CAPTURED
field, 3b;
Rand’s Tnvincibles— out of the grounds will be indeed cing.
cure circulation
25,000.00
Nedeau, lb; S. .Perkins, ss;' A. a wonder, and, as ‘Pecky” Little-4 [Miss Florence Barker of Wells 4. b.
JBonds other than U. S.
A number of citizens, customers
The man who was at large in Rand, 2b; Thorpe, 3b;,R. Rand, c; field, premier third sacker of the spent the week-end with Mrs. W. H.
bonds pledged to secure pos
tal savings deposits
$144.00
of the company supplying the town +he woods here for two days and Houston, p; S. Eldridge, rf; B. champion “Ports” says, entitle Emery.
6; Securities other than U.
with electricity, being of the opin who was at first supposed to be Towne, cf; McCabe, If.
S. bonds (not including
that husky player to a home run.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles St. Clair
ion that they are overcharged, Clarence Record of Biddeford, an
stocks) owned unpledged 45.00
The score by innings:
The Port has had a team this year and daughter Hazel are spending Total
bonds, securities,[etc.
189.00
that they are being overcharged, inmate of the state insane hospi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
that any community might well be a vacation at Skowhegan and Wa 5. Subscription to stock in Fed
and being further unable to make tal, at liberty on parole, was cap I R I.,
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—2 proud of and the boys have been terville.
eral Reserve Bank
3,600.00
a. Less amount unpaid 1,800.00
any satisfactory adjustment of the tured in a fish house at Cape Por Ken’p’t,
00101500 x—7 generously supported. The im Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lewis and
1,800.00
matter with that company have poise on Saturday .night and
proved‘location and ideal field for baby have returned to their home 6. Value of banking house (if
called a meeting of protest to be proved to be a young man named
unincumbered) '
5,000.00
KENNEBUNKPORT LOCALS next season’s play will undoubted1 at Townsend Harbor, Mass.
9. Net amount“ due from Fed
held at the Arundel'Engine House Samuel McAllister of Rockport,
ly increase the local interest in Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Wilbur
eral Reserve Bank. , , 6,500.00
at 8 o’clock next Saturday evening. aged 18 years and an escaped in A proposition is on foot to se This great sport.
and son have returned to their 10. a. Net amount due from ap
<
proved .reserve agents in
The residents behind the move mate of the State School for Boys, cure-for relatives of Harry Beck a
The riding master who has been home in New London Conn, after
New .York, Chicago and St,
ment aside from considering that at South Portland.
Carnegie medal in memory of that here for the season returned Sat a visit with his sister Mrs. I. E.
Louis
17,070.05
the present ratjes are not équita When arraigned before Judge young mail who lost his life a few
b.
Net amount due from ap
urday with his fine stable of horses Terry.
proved reserve agents in
ble contend that the situation Bourne on Monday morning the weeks ago in saving from drown
to the Park Riding School in Bos C. H. Robinson is adding dormer
other reserve cities 40,365.70
through Dock Square, where thé young man plead guilty to a charge ing Miss Anna Johnson. Several
57,435.75
windows to the ell to his residence
entire line of high tension wires of breaking and entering and lar prominent summer residents and ton.
11.
Net
amount due from banks
on Wells Road.
If
your
eyes
water,
burn,
itch,
and
bankers
(other
than
in

run is an exceedingly dangerous ceny, being bound over for the the River Club are cooperating to
Mrs. W. H. Jackson is bn the
cluded in 9 or’10) ,
26,961.63
one, particularly if there should grand jury in the sum of $500. He [that end and are confident of se matter or feel bad, you should con sick list. Dr. Prescott is in atten .14. a. Outside ceecks and other
sult
Littlefield,
the
'Optometrist,
\
cash
items
"
127.25
be a serious fire in that section and admits breaking into the home of curing the medal.
dance.
b. Fractional currency, nic
are working to find some means of Hiram Drown, near the Town
Edward W. Robinson has pur No. 168 Main St., Biddeford. Adv.
Mrs. Eugene Taylor and daugh
kels and cents
867.21
R.
H.
White
of
Boston
recently
Hpuse,
on
Thursday
night,
and
compelling the company to change
494.46
chased the 47-foot knockabout
ter Doris have returned to their
15.
Notes
of
other
national
banks 235.00 .
their wiring system either to the taking therefrom a 32 calibre re sloop “Iroquois” from Fred Fish purchased through the H. F. Per home in Roxbury after a visit with
16.
Federal
Reserve
notes
1,800.00"
jear of the business establish-, volver, half box of cartridges, two of Marblehead. The craft, which kins real estate agency the Forrest her mother Mrs. W. H. Emery.
Lawful money reserve in bank
Total coin and certificates 15,910.90
ments there or by running them razors and a supply Of food, also is now the largest sailiing yacht cottage on the Point.
Mr. Frank Merrill and daughter 17.
Legal tender notes
4,506.00
claiming that he broke into a owned here, was brought from An effort is being made by 'the Dorothjsof Malden have been vis 18*
underground.
19. Redemption fund with U. S.
It was voted at the annual town house between here and Biddeford Marblehead last week by Mr. Rob management of the base ball tearii iting relatives and friends in town.
Treasurer (not more than 5
per cent on' circulation
1,250.00
meeting last March that the town earlier ,jn the week and taking a inson’s son, Thomas, and is moored to secure for next Saturday a Miss Ruth L. Pierce, Mr. and
$467,356.11
match with. the Saco-Lowells, Mrs. Everett Mitchell and Miss Total
authorities make a contract with rifle, bed quilt, ax and a supply of at Cape Porpoise* '
LIABILITIES
Deputy Chick has
the electric lighting company but groceries.
A meeting of the Community En champions of the Biddeford Manu Cora York were at Old Orchard,
1. Capital stock paid in $50,000.00
as yet the officers of the town and heard of no such break and Mc tertainment
Course
officials facturers’ League.
Monday.
Surplus fund
10,000.00
company have been unable to Allister’s description of the place held last evening and final ar / Miss Rita Talbot secured several
Mrs.Eliza Gooch is being cared Total Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
28,192.47
agree on rates and the matter is is not explicit .¿enough for the rangements as to methods of pro prizes with her showings at the ,for by Miss Miriam Townes at the 2. Undivided profits
Less current expenses, In
still in abeyance. The develop officers to place it.
cedure in conducting the Lyceum recently held Hamilton Dog Show Landing.
terest and taxes paid 1,457.09
ments recently brought to light Officer Chick was notified of the series were made. Details of the at Hamilton, Mass.
26,735.38
Mr. John Gooch has been paint
3.
Circulating
notes
25.000.00
Miss
Doris
Milliken
spent
last
considerably complicate the situa break op Thursday and started séries were presented in a previous
ing his cottage occupied by Mr.
Less amount On hand and in
week in visiting friends in Port Smith on Wells St.
tion and just what the outcome of work on the case and on Friday re issue of the Enterprise*
Treasury for redemption or
land
and
Saco.
ceived
a
telephone
message
to
the
in transit
' 400.00
the controversy will be is. uncer
The residence being erected by
24,600.00
effect that a young man, hatless Dr. Hanson is nearing completion The public schools reopened on
tain,
CAPE PORPOISE
6. Due to Banks and Banker» 21,378*55
There has been in force for some and barefooted and apparently and will soon be ready for occu Monday.
7. Dividends unpaid
20.00
Howard J. Talley, who fyas been Albert Seavey and family are 8. Demand deposits
time a summer rate of 20 cents per crazy was roaming about the pancy.
a.
Individual
deposits
sub

Kilowat hour for users who are woods in the upper section of
H. L. Littlefield & Son, proprie-, occupying the position of execu visiting friends in West Wind
ject, to check
322,358.42 •
here but a few months and a rate the town. Eugene Leach and Wal tors of the Ocean Bluff Garage, tive secretary of the Kennebunk ham, N. H.
c. Certified checks
32.40
d. Cashier’s checks- out
of 10 cents per Kilowat hour for ter Stinson ¡Started in search and have purchased of J. H. Tarbox River Club for the season, as he
Mrs. Waldo Verrill and Mrs.
standing .
2,456.64
year-around takers. This arrange cornered him at about dusk in an the candy and cigar store adjoin has done for several years past, Waldo Walton of Biddeford Pool
f. Postal savings deposits
;
9,774.72
ment has been mutually satisfac A. S. L. Railway snow plow at the ing the garage. The business’ is left for his home in Hollyoak, Del., have been spending a few days atTotal deposits
344,622.18
tory, complaints being very rarely Town House. Leach stayed on| conducted only during the summer on Monday.' He was accompanied the home of Charles Verrill..
Total ;
$467,356.11
offered, but it is stated that bills guard while Stinson went to a months but Mr. Tarbox was un by his mother, who has been visit? Mrs. Victoria Plummer, who has
State of Maine,
received during the past few days .nearby house to notify Deputy able to conduct it because of other ing him for a few days. Mr. Talley been acting as housekeeper at the
CoUnty'of York, ss:
have been invariably doublé those Chick by telephone. The officers business connections in Sanford Has accepted a position as instruc home of Elisha F. Nunan, has re I, N. P. Eveleth, Cashier of the above
named
bank,
do
solemnly
that the
tor in the Drexel Institute of Phil turned to her home on the Mill above statement is true swear
formerly received ; in some cases started for the scene in an automo where .he resides.
to the best of
adelphia
and
will
take
up
his
work
as much as three times the amount bile but in the meantime MeAllis- The Daisy Shop, operated at Ken
my knowledge and belief.
road.
N. P.-EVELETH, Cashier
previously asked for electricity I ter jumped from the plow window, nebunk Beach during the summer there later on in the month.
Mrs. Israel Day of Waterboro Correct—Attest
has been charged, hence the agita a distance of ten feet, on to a rock by Mr and Mrs. Whitcomb of the Miss Jennie Huff passed a few Spent a part of last week with her
R. W. LORD
tion for a change.
pile and ran in thè direction of the Whitcomb studio, has been closed. days with friends in Lynn, Mass., brother, L. E. Fletcher.
WILLIAM E. BARRY
FRANK M. ROSS
It is said, for instance, that a Cape. Leach, who is crippled by Miss Smith, who has been in last week.
Otis Nunan is employed by the
Directors
family which has had considerable recent accident, was unable tp charge, and her assistant, Miss Next Sunday afternoon, at; 2 American Express Company at Subscribed and sworn to before
me
sickness and burned several extra follow him and he travelled Fairbanks, left Tuesday for their o’clock Rev. J. M. Frost, superin- Portland, where Mrs. Nunan , and this 11th day of September, 1915.
7
J. W. BOWDOIN,
tenent of Portland district, will he will live during the winter.
lights in addition to those ordinar thrdugh to the Cape, applying at homes in North Adams, Mass.
Notary Public
ily in use for several weeks re several places for a night’s lodg The last services for the season preach in the Methodist church. Mis. William Perry was in Hal
ceived a bill for the month of only ing and securing in one place some were held at St. Anne’s Episcopal In the evening at 7.30 he will give lowell this week.
$1.10, while two old ladies who re rags with which he bandaged his church last Sunday and the rector, an address on “Eastern and South Mr. and Mrs. James Jennison
tire each night at about 9 o’clock foot injured when striking the Rev. Gilbert A. Ottmann, left Mon ern Asia,” which will be illustrat are to move to Beachwood for the
and are very economical as to the rock pile.
day for his home at West Palm ed by many beautiful stereoptieon winter.
use of their lights received a bill of
Saturday afternoon Selectman Beach, Florida, where he has views. All are invited to • attend Mr. Edward Emerson and daugh
$24 for a month’s lighting.
Pharaoh Perry received word that charge of a parish during the win either or both of these gatherings. ter, Miss Ella Emerson of Stone
When interviewed by an in he was in a fish house at Cape ter and spring months. Friends Several men from this village ham, Mass., have been sp&nding a
terested resident a company offi Porpoise and with Constable Al of Mr. Ottmann will be pleased to are among those representing the few weeks with Luther Emerson of
cial stated that thé raise was made; mon Smith the place was visited learn that he has been reappointed local Coast Guards at the shoot at this place.
pursuant to- instructions from and the young man found asleep to this parish by Bishop Codman Auburn this week.
Miss Hazel Stone, one of the
the Public Utilities Commission, and captured.
Some of- the young people of the graduating class of K. H. S., ’15, Carriages and Harriess, one 50
and will -return next season.
but this Chairman Benjamin F.
McAllister has been an inmate
A. M. Wells with Mrs. Stephen Methodist church had an enjoy left on Tuesday for Gorham Nor
Cleaves most emphatically denies. of the Industrial School for about Ward and daughters, Doris and able outing at Wentworth grove, mal School. Miss/Stone was given acre farm, one 35 acre farm, Piano
Player with music,' cottage lots,
As it is, a wave of angry protest four years and had been released Eunice, returned Tuesday from Kennebunk Beach, on Friday.
a party by a few friends at the
is sweeping over the town and the on parole, which he had violated Tamworth, N .H., where they spent L. A. Baker, who has been in the home of Mrs. E. V, Roberts on Maine and N. H., 400 shares of cop
meeting is called for Saturday eve several times. The Superintendant several days with Mrs. Wells. The village postoffice during the sum Saturday evening.
per stock, one Typewriter, 10 acre
ning to thresh out the matter. of thè school was notified of the trip was made by automobile, a mer. rush, has completed his work The new district superintendent farm in Florida, 300 shares of
Legal talent has been employed capture and informed Deputy delightful time being reported. ‘there and is spending a week at will occupy the pulpit next Sunday mining stock, one house lot in
and a lively hearing is anticipated. Chick that inasmuch as he was so
To serve as a protection to the Boothbay Harbor, prior to resum morning in th eabsSnce of the pas
If the citizens are unable to in hard to manage at the school that many bathers who use the beach ing his studies at Bates college. tor, Rev. T. P. Baker, who is tak western^ city, two touring . cars,
fluence the company to make more he would interfere in no. way in during the summer season, it is This week there has been quite ing his annual vacation. There $550 mortgage pn farm, motor
favorable rates-it is probable that prosecution for the offences .com- proposed to place on the beach a an exodus of, young menani wom will also be an illustrated lecture boat, cottage house, barn and hen
several private lighting plants will mitted in this town.
life boat, named the Harry Beck, en for the* various higher institu ip [the church on Saturday even- house with 1?2 acre of land. .For
be installed in the larger resi
in memory of that young man who tions of learning. Those leaving
further Information write
\
dences and hotels. A committee is
BASE BALL
recently met such a tragic death in for the Gorham Normal School [aie *ingMrs. Sadie Allen of Biddeford
at present in Boston investigating
saving Miss Johnson, and sub Miss Marguerite Benson, Miss [Do was at the Cape on Tuesday in the
BOX 363,
j
probable cost of the installation The Kennebunkports crossed scription papers to secure the ris Hill, Miss Ruby Smith and Miss interest of the Children’s Aid [So
of such plants and legal advice is bats with a local aggregation cap necessary funds are being circu Hazel Stone. Seth^ Pinkham has ciety.
Kennebun k, Me.
beiug sought to determine just tained by Roy Rand and glorying lated about town. This is a wor gone to Kent’s Hill. Alton i H.
Mrs. Ann Seavey of Manches Or Call at ENTERPRISE OFFICE
what steps may be taken in .fight in the title of “Invincibles” last thy object and contributions Benson, Carl Adams, Clifford Gou- ter, N. H., has been spending a
ing the company.
¡Saturday afternoon, defeating said should be both many and generous. la and George McCall left on Mon vacation at the home of D. F.
“Invincibles” by the score of 7 to E. A. Blacklock of the Golf Club day for Orono. Next week Law Cluff.
PRIVATE SALE
FATAL FALL FROM WAGON 2. The proceeds of the game, which contemplates malçjng many and rence Ross and Lewis Baker will
Capt. R. J. Nunan purchased a
was well patronized, are to be used varied improvements to the links return to Bates college, Lewiston. new Jeffrey car in Boston last
John Doherty, aged 29 years, in developing the new playground before another season opens and Rev. Thomas Cain and the party week.
The Household Goods of Dr. H.
and a resident of this town, was now in process of construction on the changes outlined will give*to of boys whom he has been having
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Foss of
killed last night by a fall from a School street. No official “box score the members of the club one of the at Kennebunk pond far ten days, Biddeford spent a few days last H. Purinton which are now in the
double horse work-wagon. The ac was kèpt so the mighty deeds of best grounds anywhere in this vi returned last Friday. They re week at the home of Thomas'Cluff.
port Having had a magnificent
cident happened near the home of each and every player are lost to cinity.
Miss Ernestine 'Baston, tele Ltz rell stable, Bourne street, will
Sheriff Frank M. Irving in North I history but hearsay has it that the
Cards have been received an- time*.
phone operator in Sanford, is
Kennebunkport.
i features of the game were Warren [nouncing the marriage in Provi
spending a two weeks’ vacation at be »old at private sale on Thurs
Mr. Doherty in company with a Littlefield’s clever work at 3rd dence, R. I., on Friday, Aug. 27th, NORTH KENNEBUNKPORT
her home here. Miss Almie Hutch day, Sept 23rd. Anyone desiring
friend had been in Biddeford on base and the class displayed by the of Eugene Willis Britton and Miss
ins, also an operator in the same
business matters and was return “Invincibles’ ” outfield, five put- Lillian Irene Eaton Mr. Britton Miss Marguerite Irving went to place, has returned there after the anything in the line of house fur
ing whén the accident occurred. outs, all on running catches being is well and favorably known here, Popham Beach this week to begin vacation.
Medical Examiner Charles F. made in the outer gardens during having been employed by .Con her duties as teacher in the pub Mp,il your doctors’ prescriptions nishings would do well to attend
Annis in the printing business sev lic schools there.
Traynor Of Biddeford, who was the first two innings.
to Fiske, the druggist, Kennebunk,
called deemed an inquest unneces Butland and J. Towne shared the eral years ago. The young couple John B. Sloggett of Saco, who' where they will be properly com his sale, as there are all kinds of
has been at Kennebunkport during pounded and returned promptly.— articles useful to the housewife. 2
sary as it was indisputable that the batting honors with a two-bagger will reside in Providence.
Harry Perkins, genial > Dock the summer, will return to- his Adv.
fall was accidental.
each.
Mr. Doherty was the brother of Houston and Butland were the Square real estate dealer and in studies at Bowdoin, entering, upon
Daniel Doherty, Assistant Super opposing pitchers, the former fan surance agent, states that there is his second year
CLARINET
PIANO
intendent of the Branch of the ning six meh to the latter’s three. no such thing as “hard times,”
French Method
Faelton System
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com The'teams lined up as follows : reporting business in his lines for HOME AND STORE, Boston,
LEROY NASON
pany and was unmarried.
Kennebunkport—-H Coombs, If ; the past season and at the present Mass., a dollar monthly, now
----- Teacher of----The Jeweler
Gould, lb; E. Coombs, c; C. time as all that could be desired.
Tel.
106-12.
only
10
cents
year;
agents
want

A large crew of men under the
The Oceanic House closed for Coombs, rf ; Cody, ss ; Butland, p ;
land; Fletcher St., Kennebunk 253 Main St, BIDDEFORD
12w38
the season on Tuesday.
J. Towne, cf; Sprague, 2b; Little- supervision of’Mr. Morrison is at ed.
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